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Encoded and updated spatial working memories share
a common representational format in alpha activity

ErenGünseli,1,5,* Joshua J. Foster,2,3 DavidW. Sutterer,4 Lara Todorova,1 Edward K. Vogel,2,3 and Edward Awh2,3

SUMMARY

Workingmemory (WM) flexibly updates information to adapt to the dynamic environment. Here, we used
alpha-band activity in the EEG to reconstruct the content of dynamic WM updates and compared this
representational format to static WM content. An inverted encoding model using alpha activity precisely
tracked both the initially encoded position and the updated position following an auditory cue signaling
mental updating. The timing of the update, as tracked in the EEG, correlated with reaction times and
saccade latency. Finally, cross-training analyses revealed a robust generalization of alpha-band recon-
struction ofWMcontents before and after updating. These findings demonstrate that alpha activity tracks
the dynamic updates to spatial WM and that the format of this activity is preserved across the encoded
and updated representations. Thus, our results highlight a new approach for measuring updates to WM
and show common representational formats during dynamic mental updating and static storage.

INTRODUCTION

Working memory (WM) is the ability to store and manipulate information to guide behavior in ongoing tasks.1 WM plays a central role in a

wide range of cognitive tasks. Indeed, successful WM capacity predicts higher-order cognitive skills such as reasoning, problem-solving, and

general fluid intelligence.2–6 Since we live in a dynamic environment, wemust transform or update information stored inWM so that it reflects

the current state of our environment. For example, while driving, we intermittently check the rearview mirror. Between each glance at the

mirror, we estimate the position of the car approaching from behind based on its position and speed the last time we checked the mirror.

In other words, wemust endogenously update its location in WM. If the car in front of us stops abruptly and we have to make a rapid decision

(e.g., whether to apply the brakes hard or switch lanes) without the time to check the rear window, we can rely on this internally generated

spatial WM representation. Given the important role of WM transformation in daily life, discovering how updated memories are represented

is crucial for understanding the nature of WM.

Recent work has shown that rhythmic activity in the alpha frequency band (8–12 Hz) enables precise decoding of visual information during

perception,7,8 sustained storage in WM,8,9 long-term memory retrieval,10 and mental imagery.7 Moreover, cross-temporal analyses have

shown that the same patterns of alpha-band activity generalize across perception and mental imagery suggesting that they rely on common

neural representations.7 These studies focused on representations of information as they were encoded from the environment. However, as in

the driving example provided above, we must often mentally transform representations stored in WM.

In this study, we ask two related questions. First, does alpha-band activity track the updates to spatial representations in WM? If so,

do updated spatial working memories share a common representational format with representations of encoded visual input? An alter-

native possibility is that internally directed updates of spatial representations may alter the format of the representation. For instance,

Yu et al. (2020)11 found evidence for strong transformations (i.e., ‘‘rotations’’) of the format of neural representations when they were

moved in and out of the focus of attention. Moreover, past work has found shifts in the frequency bands containing information about

prioritized and unprioritized memory representations,12 which raises the possibility that updated and encoded WM representations

might be indexed by activity in different frequency bands. Thus, we examined whether dynamic updating of a representation in spatial

WM has similar effects as when an observer voluntarily switches attention from one item to another. It is important to note that here we

use the term updating to refer to endogenously generating a novel representation (i.e., transformation) instead providing participants

with novel information to replace existing representation (i.e., replacement), both of which can be referred to as updating across

studies (cf.13,14).

To examine these questions, we used an inverted encoding model (IEM) applied to alpha activity measured with EEG to reconstruct the

contents of spatial WM in a task that required subjectsmentally update a stored position to a new position (Figure 1). First, we tested whether
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the alpha-band activity would index dynamically shifting representations in spatialWM. Second, by training the IEMmodel trainedon the EEG

signal before the update and testing it for theWM content after the update, we examined whether there is a common format for updated and

encoded representations in spatial WM.

We found that the contents of spatial WM could be reconstructed based on the topographic distribution of alpha-band power both for

encoded and updated workingmemories. Moreover, when the IEMmodel was trained on the alpha activity before updating, we were able to

successfully reconstruct theWM content after mental updating, demonstrating that encoded and updated spatial working memories share a

common representational format. Finally, these patterns of alpha activity were sensitive to the efficiencywith which subjects could indicate the

updated location, both between individuals (Experiment 1) and across trials within individuals (Experiment 2). These findings highlight a new

approach for tracking the dynamic updating of representations in visual WM in a time-resolved manner. Moreover, they show a clear corre-

spondence between the representational formats of storing encoded and internally generated WM representations.

RESULTS

Behavior

Behavioral results show that subjects were able to perform the task with high accuracy in both experiments. The grand average accuracy was

97.1% (SD= 2.6%) in Experiment 1 and 93.9% (SD= 4.9%) in Experiment 2. In Experiment 1, where subjects reported the updated locationwith

a mouse click, RTs were 911 ms average (SD = 364 ms) on. In Experiment 2, where subjects responded by making a saccade to the remem-

bered location, response times were much faster: 357 ms on average (SD = 74 ms).

EEG

Alpha-band scalp topography tracks updated content in spatial WM

Figure 2 shows the CTFs, and Figure 3 shows the slopes of the CTFs for both experiments. Our analysis showed that the encoded memory

position was actively maintained throughout the initial retention interval until the update cue for both experiments, as alpha-band power

CTFs revealed a sustained spatial selectivity during this interval. This finding replicates Foster et al. (2016) and shows that alpha-band scalp

topography tracks the contents of spatial WM.

Importantly, the location selectivity for the updated position was also tracked in the alpha-band topography. It emerged following the

update cue and was sustained until the test display. This result extends previous findings and shows that alpha-band topography can be

used to reconstruct updated contents of spatial WM in addition to the non-updated contents. Moreover, the location selectivity was not

due to a mere lateralization of alpha-band activity but rather reflected the precise location held and updated in WM, as each location chan-

nel’s tuning profile was distinct from others (Figure S1).

Foster et al. (2016)8 found that reconstruction of the contents of spatial WM is specific to the alpha band and is not reflected in other fre-

quency bands. Accordingly, we next tested if the same range of frequency bands tracks the updated contents of WM.

Figure 1. The experimental procedure in Experiment 1

Subjects were presented with the initial ‘‘encoded’’ position to be held in working memory. After a retention interval, they updated the position in their mind

based on an auditory update cue that indicated the direction and distance of the update via its pitch and repetition. For example, two beeps with a high

pitch indicated a clockwise two-step movement. At the end of the trial, subjects used a mouse click to indicate which placeholder contained the updated

position. Experiment 2 was identical except the sample display was 150 ms, the second retention interval was 1000 ms, and the response was made by the

gaze position recorded with an eye tracker instead of a mouse click.
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Updated and encoded working memories are both represented in the alpha-band activity

Previous studies found enhanced activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex for updating vs. storage in WM using fMRI.15–17 These results

suggest that updatingmight require additional attentional resources compared tomere storage inWM.Moreover, past work has found shifts

in the frequency bands representing information about prioritized and unprioritizedmemory representations.12 This raises the possibility that

updated and encoded WM representations might be indexed by activity in different frequency bands.

Accordingly, we examined whether updated representations in WM were represented within the same range of frequency bands as the

positions cued by external stimuli. To test this, we calculated CTFs across frequency bands ranging from 4 Hz to 50 Hz. For both experiments,

location selectivity wasmainly restricted to the alpha-band, both for the encoded and updated position (Figure 4). There are three exceptions

to this.

First, early in the trial, location selectivity was also present in theta band activity (�4–7 Hz). This result is consistent with previous work

that shows early (0–500 ms) location selectivity in the theta band for spatial WM representations (e.g., Foster et al., 2016).8 Importantly,

Figure 2. Channel tuning functions (CTFs)

The CTFs reconstructed using an inverted encoding model (IEM) on the alpha-band (8–12 Hz) power in the EEG signal provided time-resolved tracking of the

encoded and updated positions both in (A) Experiment 1 and (B) Experiment 2. CTFs are shown separately for the encoded position (top row) and updated

position (bottom row). The onset of sample and cue displays are shown with gray rectangles. Higher and yellower peaks in the CTFs indicate larger location

selectivity in alpha-band power. In both experiments, alpha-band power showed location selectivity for the encoded position after the sample display and

for the updated position after the update cue.

Figure 3. Location selectivity quantified via the alpha-band (8–12 Hz) CTF slope

(A and B) Location selectivity in the EEG that is quantified by the alpha-band (8–12 Hz) CTF slopes for (A) Experiment 1 and (B) Experiment 2, shown in different

colors for the encoded and updated positions. Themarkers along the top of the panes, shown in the same colors as themain CTF slopes, indicate the time points

at which the CTF slope was reliably above chance as indicated by a cluster-based permutation test against a randomly permuted sample (p < 0.05; two-tailed).

Shaded error bars show the bootstrapped standard error of the mean.
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this low-frequency location selectivity was not sustained either in the present work or in Foster et al. (2016),8 which suggests that it likely rep-

resents the initial encoding of stimuli instead of storage in WM. In line with this, there was no theta-band selectivity for the updated position.

Second, only in Experiment 1, there was a significant cluster approximately between 1500 and 2300ms in a high-frequency band (�40–50 Hz).

However, this cluster had a negative CTF slope indicating a location ‘unselectivity’ for the encoded position. This result is likely a false positive

because the same pattern was not observed in Experiment 2, which had higher power due to a larger number of trials. Third, in Experiment 2,

right before the probe onset, there was location selectivity across all frequencies. Given that in Experiment 2, participants indicated their

response by moving their eyes to the placeholder of the updated position, we suggest that this broad-band location selectivity specific to

the updated position reflects eye-movement preparation-related activity and not WM storage. In line with this, such frequency unspecific

reconstruction was not observed in Experiment 1. Moreover, only the alpha-band location selectivity was common in both experiments,

reaching significance approximately 300 ms after the offset of the update cue, which is approximately 550 ms before the broadband selec-

tivity. Thus, we conclude that spatial WM representations were restricted to the alpha-band activity both for stationary and updated contents.

Updated and encoded working memories share a common representational format

Our results above show that alpha-band topography tracks both the encoded and updated contents of spatial WM. Next, we asked whether

encoded and updated working memories are represented in a common representational format. Although our analyses so far have shown

that encoded and updatedworkingmemories are represented by alpha activity, it remains to be seenwhether encoded and updatedworking

memories share a common representational format because each CTF was trained and tested separately for encoded and updated working

memories.

To test whether updated and encoded working memories share a common representational format, we trained the IEM for the encoded

position during the initial retention interval and tested the IEM for the updated position at each time point. Thus, the training of the IEM was

blind to the information regarding the position of the updated content.We hypothesized that this cross-training should demonstrate location

selectivity only if the storage of encoded and updated contents in spatial WM relies on an overlapping representational format as reflected in

alpha-band power scalp topography. On the other hand, if the storage of updated contents relies on a different pattern of neural activity than

the initial storage in WM, then training the IEM on the encoded position should not reveal location selectivity for the updated position.

For both experiments, training the IEM based on the EEG activity pattern for the encodedWM content prior to the update cue and testing

it for the updated content at each time point produced an accurate and reliable reconstruction of the updated content following the update

cue (Figure 5). This result suggests that the storage of the encoded and updated content in spatial WM share an overlapping neural repre-

sentational format.

Alpha-band scalp topography for the updated content predicts behavior

To examine whether alpha band activity was linked with behavior, we tested whether the selectivity of the CTF tracking the updated repre-

sentation was correlated with the reaction time for reporting the updated position. For this test, we used a within-subjects correlation in

Experiment 1 that contained a high number of trials and a between-subjects correlation in Experiment 2 that contained a high number of

participants. Indeed, the average CTF slope for the updated position after the update cue (i.e., from the offset of the update cue until the

Figure 4. Location selectivity across frequencies

Location selectivity (i.e., CTF slope) in the EEG across frequency bands ranging from 4Hz to 50 Hz quantified as CTF slopes for Experiment 1 (left) and Experiment

2 (right) shown in separate panels for encoded (top) and updated positions (bottom). The black lines indicate the time-frequency bands at which the CTF slope

was reliably above chance as indicated by a cluster-based permutation test against a randomly permuted sample (p < 0.05; two-tailed). Shaded rectangles show

the duration the sample, update cue, and the probe were presented, respectively.
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onset of the test display) predicted the average RT across subjects, R2 = 0.25, p = 0.005 (Figure 6A). There was no CTF slope-accuracy cor-

relation, presumably because of the low variance in accuracy data (M = 97.1%. SD = 2.6%). Interestingly, this correlation was observed in

Experiment 1 even though subjects were not told to prioritize speed when they made their manual responses.

In Experiment 2, by contrast, subjects were instructed tomove their eyes to the updated position as quickly as they could after the onset of

the test display, yielding much shorter response latencies. In addition, we collected twice the number of trials in Experiment 2 compared to

Experiment 1, providing adequate data to look at CTF selectivity across fast and slow trials in a within-subject analysis. Thus, the data were

divided based on amedian split of saccade latencies. First, an IEMwith each of the three blocks containing an equal number of above-median

RT (i.e., slow response) and below-median RT (i.e., fast response) trials was used to train themodel. Then, location selectivity was tested sepa-

rately for fast and slow response trials, resulting in separate CTFs. Lastly, as in Experiment 1, we averaged the CTF slopes for the updated

position following the update cue. The average CTF slope for the updated position was larger in fast response trials (Mean Response

Time = 202.3 ms; SD = 26.0 ms), M = 0.08 (SD = 0.08), compared to slow response trials (Mean Response Time = 510.3 ms; SD =

130.5 ms), M = 0.04 (SD = 0.06), t(17), 34.01, p < 0.0001 (Figures 6B and 6C). Together, these results suggest that the active storage of the

updated content in WM, as indexed by the larger CTF slope, predicted faster eye movements to the updated position.

Eye movements do not account for the location selectivity in the EEG signal

Trials with ocular artifacts were removed prior to any analysis. However, there were subtle but systematic eye movements remaining (Fig-

ure S2). To test the influence of these eye movements on our CTF location selectivity results, we repeated our main analysis using recorded

eye positions to determine the position bins in the IEM. We performed this analysis for Experiment 2 because for this experiment we had

reliable eye-tracking data for all participants and almost every trial, as trials with eye movements were aborted and repeated.

The location selectivity, derived from the analysis using recorded eye positions was a few times smaller in magnitude and shorter in dura-

tion (Figure S3). To quantify this difference, we compared the mean CTF slopes computed based on gaze positions (Figure S3A) and actual

positions (Figure S3B). For the encoded position during the first retention interval, the mean CTF slope was larger when computed using the

actual encoded position (M = 0.19) compared to using the mean gaze position (M = 0.05), t(17) = 7.25, p < 0.001. Similarly, for the updated

position during the second retention interval, the mean CTF slope was larger when computed using the actual updated position (M = 0.09)

compared to using the mean gaze position (M = 0.03), t(17) = 3.01, p = 0.008. These results provide strong evidence that gaze position alone

cannot account for the location tracking in our study.

DISCUSSION

The updating of WM representations is crucial for humans to successfully guide their behavior in a dynamic world. Here, we extended prior

work that has shown that alpha activity tracks locations stored inWM,8 showing that alpha activity also tracks the updating of locations stored

inWM. Specifically, we show that alpha-band activity also indexes dynamic updating of representations in spatial WM, with spatially selective

activity tracking the updated positions within several hundred milliseconds of the update cue. Successful reconstructions were specific to the

alpha-band power for both updated and encoded representations. In addition, cross-training analyses showed that the format of alpha

activity was similar across the updated and encoded positions. Specifically, training the IEM based on the encoded WM content before

the update cue was sufficient to track the updated WM position from the subsequent phase of the trial. Finally, the location selectivity for

the updated position in the EEG signal predicted which subjects reported that location the fastest (Experiment 1) and distinguished between

fast and slow responses in a within-subject analysis (Experiment 2). Thus, these findings highlight a new approach for precisely tracking dy-

namic updates of spatial WM representations and reveal a common format of alpha activity for static and dynamic representations.

Figure 5. Overlapping neural representations for the encoded and updated positions

CTF slope for the updated position was obtained by cross-training the IEM based on the encoded position prior to the cue and testing it for the updated position

at each time point for (A) Experiment 1 and (B) Experiment 2. Shaded error bars show the bootstrapped standard error of the mean. The black markers along the

top of the panes indicate the time points at which the CTF slope was reliably above chance as indicated by a cluster-based permutation test against a randomly

permuted sample (p < 0.05; two-tailed). The above chance reconstruction of the updated position using the encoded position labels suggests that updated and

encoded spatial WM contents have overlapping neural representations.
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Recent evidence suggests that alpha-band activity in the EEG enables the tracking of visual information held in WM8,9 and mental

imagery.7 In a mental imagery task, Xie et al. (2020)7 provided an auditory recording of a word that represents an object (e.g., apple) that

participants were instructed to visually imagine. A classifier was trained on the data when participants viewed the same objects on the screen

and tested when participants were given auditory cues to imagine the objects. EEG activity in the alpha-band power provided successful de-

coding of object categories suggesting that alpha-band activity underlies the perception andmental imagination of information in visualWM.

However, the mental imagery task always followed the perception task where individuals viewed the same images across dozens of trials.

Thus, it is likely that individuals retrieved these images from long-term memory when instructed to imagine them, as opposed to internally

generating mental imagery. Moreover, the cross-decoding in Xie et al. (2020)7 was between perception and imagery, while we obtained it

between the static storage of encoded representations inWMand later dynamically updated representations via mental imagery. Lastly, pre-

vious studies were focused on static representations in WM, either based on a visual presentation8,9 or auditory retrieval cues.7 Thus, a key

extension offered by the present work is the demonstration of overlap in the format of alpha activity during WM and imagery that is main-

tained during the dynamic updates of spatial representations that were required by a mental updating task.

Updating information has been previously studied using fMRI in the domain of mental imagery. These studies showed that motor areas,

parietal cortex, and early visual areas are involved inmental rotation and updating of information in VWM.18–23 More recently, MVPAwas used

to investigate the brain regions that represent the contents ofmental rotation. Subjects were given an orientation or a shape to remember and

then they rotated the orientation in their mind based on rotation cues that indicated direction and degrees of rotation (e.g., clockwise 60�).
The results showed that early visual areas (V1-V4) stored the encoded orientation and also, following the rotation cue, the rotated orienta-

tion.24,25 Moreover, Albers et al. (2013)24 obtained cross-decoding between training on WM retention and testing on mental imagery.

Thus, these studies provide evidence for a neural overlap for storing encoded and mentally updated representations in WM. However, given

the differences in cognitive and neural mechanisms for representing object vs. spatial information in WM both during storage and updat-

ing,9,26–35 it remained an open question whether encoded and updated spatial information in WM also rely on overlapping neural represen-

tations. In addition, oscillatory activity measured with EEG may tap into distinct aspects of WM maintenance than does BOLD activity

measured with functional MRI. Thus, our demonstration that oscillatory activity indexes the storage of both encoded and updated represen-

tations in WM provides a strong complement to the previous work.

We found evidence for overlapping representational formats for encoded and updated spatial WM representations. Specifically, we ob-

tained location selectivity when cross training the IEM on the average activity based on the encoded position before the update cue and

testing it for the updated position at each time point. The location selectivity obtained via this cross-training emerged earlier compared

to training and testing the IEM at each time point. There are two explanations for this earlier emergence of location selectivity that are

not mutually exclusive. First, a model trained by averaging across a wide time window might have been more robust compared to training

for each time point, increasing the statistical power. Second, the earlier emergence of selectivity for the updated positionmight bemeaning-

ful in terms of the underlying cognitivemechanisms. Althoughmemories are reinstated by reactivatingpatterns of activity that belong to initial

encoding, memories also transform over time, being represented in distinct but predictable neural patterns and brain regions.36–40 Thus, it is

possible that first, the updated position starts being represented in a format that overlaps with the encoded memory, and then a parallel

Figure 6. Higher location selectivity in the EEG predicted faster responses

(A) In Experiment 1, the mean CTF slope for the updated position following the update cue predicted average RT across subjects (p = 0.005).

(B) In Experiment 2, the CTF slope for the updated position across time points is shown separately for fast response (i.e., below-median RT) and slow response

(abovemedian RT) trials in different colors. The dark gray and light gray bars on the x axis indicate the timing of the sample and cue displays respectively. The big

shaded gray region shows the 2nd retention interval, from the offset of the update cue until the onset of the test display, at which the average CTF slope for the

updated position was calculated. Shaded error bars show the bootstrapped standard error of the mean.

(C) The average CTF slope during the 2nd retention interval (shown in the gray region in B) separately for fast response and slow response trials. Fast response

trials had a larger CTF slope than slow response trials (p < 0.0001). The error bars show the standard error of the mean for data normalized for the between-

subjects variance.
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updated format emerges later in the retention interval. Future studies that are better suited to disentangle the overlap and dissociation be-

tween encoded and updated memories can explore this possibility.

The term mental imagery has been used to refer to two different cognitive operations. One is acting on representations in a way to trans-

form them, such as mental rotation.15,16,24,25 This type of mental imagery is the focus of the present manuscript. The termmental imagery has

also been used to refer to recalling and imagining previously learned stimuli.7,41–44 Overall, these studies showed that mental imagery,

whether updating or retrieval based, is established via neural activation of early perceptual visual regions as WM storage does (but see21).

Moreover, recent MVPA studies showed that not only the level of activity but also patterns of activity in these regions overlapped in imagery

and perception.24,25 However, all but one of these studies investigated mental imagery in the visual domain, using oriented lines, faces, ob-

jects, or abstract shapes. The only study that investigated the updating of spatial information used univariate methods.16 Although this study

showed that there was an overlap in the brain regions that were active during storage and updating in the spatial domain, it was not able to

show whether the information content was represented in overlapping brain regions. Even so, representations in the same brain areas do not

demonstrate overlapping representations.11,45 Thus, our results provide the first evidence of overlapping neural representations of WM stor-

age and mental imagery in the spatial domain.

The CTF slope for the updated position during the 2nd retention interval predicted RT across subjects (Experiment 1), with increased selec-

tivity predicting faster manual report of the updated position. Given that subjects were not instructed to respond as quickly as possible in this

experiment, we speculate that this finding may reflect strategic differences between subjects regarding the timing of their mental updating.

Some subjects may have adopted a more prospective strategy of immediately shifting the representation to the cued position, while other

subjects may have waited until closer to the end of the delay period to perform the update. Thus, we hypothesize that subjects who rotated

early had more time to prepare their response before the test display was presented. Indeed, the switch to a speeded task in Experiment 2

was motivated by the correlation observed in Experiment 1. When subjects in Experiment 2 were explicitly instructed to respond as fast as

possible, the average RT was�3 times faster, and the standard deviation was 4.9 times smaller compared to Experiment 1 though this can be

partly due to the faster nature of saccadic responses over mouse clicks. This difference in RT between the two experiments that differed in

instructions suggests that the rate with whichWMupdating takes place can be adjusted based on incentives and strategies. This conclusion is

consistent with a recent finding that showed the use of a prospective strategy inWM could be biased by task demands.46 Having a large num-

ber of trials in Experiment 2 (almost double of Experiment 1) allowed an analysis across trials using a median split approach on RT. The loca-

tion specificity for the updated content, as indexed by the CTF slope, was higher in fast RT trials than in slow RT trials. This result is in line with

the between-subject correlation between average RT and average CTF slope in Experiment 1 and strengthens our conclusion that alpha ac-

tivity tracks the temporal dynamics of WM updating.

The location information for the encoded position was evident not only before the update cue but also after the update cue for a few hun-

dred milliseconds. The timing of this ongoing location selectivity for the encoded position overlapped with the emerging location selectivity

for the updated position. We claim that there are three possible explanations for this overlap. First, the location selectivity could reflect the

temporal smearing that emerges due to time-frequency decomposition.47 Second, theremight be variation across individuals such that some

start and perform the update after the update cue. If so, averaging across trials would result in temporal smearing in location selectivity for the

encoded and updated positions. Third, participants can store the initial encoded position as a reference while computing the updated po-

sition. Doing so would require simultaneously storing inWMboth the encoded position and the updated position. While the noise in the EEG

does not allow testing this possibility, it is an intriguing question to explore for studies that use measures with higher signal-to-noise such as

intracranial recordings.

An interesting question that emerges from the present work is regarding the generalizability of alpha-based tracking of WM updates to

the non-spatial domain. Alpha-band EEG topography has been reliably used to decode and reconstruct the contents of spatial mem-

ories.8–10,48 Moreover, Bae & Luck (2018)49 found that alpha-band topography can be used to decode the location but not orientations

held in WM. This finding suggests that alpha-band activity in the EEG contains information about spatial but not non-spatial representa-

tions. However, contrary to this claim, Xie et al. (2020)7 used alpha-band activity to decode object identities (e.g., apple, carrot, car) both

during perception and retrieval-type imagery. Thus, a possibility that warrants investigation in future studies is that endogenous updates to

WM representations can be tracked in alpha-band activity not only for spatial contents, as shown in the present study, but also for non-

spatial contents.

Previous studies have shown a tight interweaving between spatial attention and spatial WM.50–53 Observers orient attention toward loca-

tions held inWM50 even when location is completely irrelevant to thememory task.9 Thus, spatial attention typically provides a sensitive index

of the locations that are currently stored in WM. Nevertheless, there is emerging evidence for a dissociation between spatial attention and

WM. At times, spatial attention can be deployed to items that are not encoded into WM,54 suggesting that spatial attention and WM gating

could reflect distinct aspects of attentional control. Likewise, spatial attention and storage within WM can be modulated independently de-

pending on anticipated task demands: First, items receive greater attention but equal WM activation when anticipated to be used in more

difficult tasks55 or to be more likely to be probed.56 Second, previously studied items are more strongly activated but receive less attention

when anticipating distractors at locations that overlap withmemory locations.57 Third, repeatedly stored items that are handed off to LTM are

more strongly reactivated in WM without receiving more attention when anticipated to be used in a new task rule.58 These findings demon-

strate thatWM storage can be dissociated from spatial attention. Thus, while tracking spatial attention has typically been a robust method for

tracking the likely contents of WM, there is motivation for future work to examine how alternative signatures of storage in spatial WM will

respond to the requirement to internally update those memory representations.
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To conclude, we show that alpha activity precisely tracks themental updating of spatial representations inWM. Furthermore, we found that

encoded and updated representations in spatial WM are represented in a common representational format. Together, our results highlight a

powerful approach for tracking the endogenous updating of online spatial memory representations.

Limitations of the study

While our study provides valuable insights into the role of alpha activity in tracking updates to dynamic WM updating and the overlap of the

representation format for encoded and updated information, it is essential to acknowledge certain limitations. First, our experimental para-

digm focused on spatial representations, and the generalizability of our findings to nonspatialWMcontents remains an open question. Future

research should explore whether alpha activity exhibits similar tracking capabilities for other types of WM representations. Additionally, the

voluntary mental transformations assessed in our task may involve strategic variations among individuals, influencing the observed temporal

dynamics. Exploring how individual differences in strategy affect memory representations and behavioral performance is an exciting area for

future work.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to the lead contact, Eren Günseli (gunseli.eren@gmail.com).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new materials.

Data and code availability

� The EEG data used in the study were collected by the experimenters using a custom code experiment file onMATLAB Psychtoolbox.59

� All data are available on the Open Science Framework platform (Data: https://osf.io/rvz39/).

� All codes are available on the Open Science Framework platform (Code: https://osf.io/rvz39/).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Fifty-six healthy volunteers participated in the experiments for monetary compensation ($15/h), 37 in Experiment 1 and 19 in Experiment 2.

The target number of subjects for Experiment 2 was determined based on a downsampling procedure using the data from Experiment 1 that

tested how many data points were required to observe a significant CTF slope for the updated location during the second retention interval

(see design and procedure). Subjects reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and provided informed consent according to proced-

ures approved by the University of Chicago Institutional Review Board. Subjects were excluded from analysis if, after artifact rejection, they

had less than 75 trials per angular location for either the encoded position or the updated position (seven in Experiment 1, zero in Experiment

2). One additional subject was excluded from the analysis in Experiment 2 because of an interrupted communication between the stimulus

presentation computer and the EEG recording computer. In addition to the numbers provided above, in Experiment 2, 4 volunteers did not

complete data collection (one battery died, two droppedout, one the eye tracker could not track eyes). Thus, the analysis included 30 subjects

in Experiment 1 (age Mean = 23.2 Standard deviation = 4.1; 17 male) and 18 subjects in Experiment 2 (age M = 23, SD = 3.7; 7 male).

METHOD DETAILS

Stimuli

Stimuli were generated in MATLAB (Mathworks) using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997) and were presented on a 24-in.

LCD monitor (refresh rate: 120 Hz). Viewing distance was �100 cm in Experiment 1 and �75 cm in Experiment 2. Figure 1 shows an example

trial. The background color was gray (22.5 Cd/m2). Throughout the trial, there was a black fixation circle (0.8 Cd/m2; radius�0.1� visual angle)
at the center of the screen. Throughout the trial except for the sample display, five dark gray placeholders (9.8 Cd/m2; radius 0.8� in Exper-

iment 1, radius 1.1� in Experiment 2) were presented centered equidistantly on an imaginary circle (radius 3� in Experiment 1, radius 5� in

Experiment 2). During the sample display, one of the placeholders was replaced by a red circle (15.5 Cd/m2; radius 0.8� in Experiment

1, radius 1.1� in Experiment 2) that indicated the memory location. At the test display, there were light gray rings (43.9 Cd/m2; thickness

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Deposited data

Raw data and MATLAB code Open Science Framework https://osf.io/rvz39/

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Fifty-six healthy human volunteers participated

in the study. Fourth-eight datasets left after

exclusion (mean age = 23.12, 24 female)

N/A N/A

Software and algorithms

MATLAB Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/products/

matlab.html

Psychtoolbox The Psychophysics Toolbox http://psychtoolbox.org/

JASP JASP Team (2023). https://jasp-stats.org/
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�0.1�) around the placeholders. At the feedback screen, the outline of the placeholder that the subject selectedwas presented in white (124.7

Cd/m2) and the placeholder that contained the correct updated position was filled in red as it was in thememory display. Additionally, during

the feedback screen in Experiment 2 the accuracy of response was verbally indicated (i.e., ‘‘Correct’’, ‘‘Wrong’’, ‘‘You did not fixate on any

placeholder’’).

The sound files for the update cue were created using Adobe Audition (http://www.adobe.com). The update cue was played through

earphones (ER-3C audiometric earphone 10 U, www.etymotic.com). The tones were 175 Hz, 440 Hz, and 1109 Hz for the counterclockwise

move, stay, and clockwisemove, respectively. These frequencies correspond to notes inWesternmusic that divide the octave into three equal

steps. The single tones, which indicated a one-step movement, were normalized according to the equal-loudness contour. For two-step up-

date cues, themiddle of the tonewas replacedwith 80ms of silence resulting in a double tone. All sound files were 220ms. Single tones, which

indicate a one-step update, have signal throughout the file, while double tones consist of two 70 ms signals interleaved with an 80 ms of

silence in between. All sound files had 5 ms ramps at the beginning and end of the files to prevent artifacts during playback. In Experiment

2, each frequency was played in a different timbre (guitar for low, piano for mid, and flute for high frequency) to increase discriminability.

Design and procedure

Subjects initiated each trial by pressing the space bar. The fixation circle was presented for a randomly sampled duration between 600 and

1000 ms. Next, the memory display was presented for 250 ms in Experiment 1 and 150 ms in Experiment 2. Following the initial retention

interval of 500 ms, the update cue was played through earphones for 220 ms during which the visual display was the same as the rest of

the retention interval. After a second retention interval of 1500ms in Experiment 1 and 1000ms in Experiment 2, the test display was presented

until response or an upper limit of 4000ms. Following the response or 4000ms, the feedback screen was presented for 1000ms in Experiment

1 and 500 ms in Experiment 2. At the end of each block, written feedback was provided that indicated the block average accuracy in Exper-

iment 1, and block average accuracy and RT in Experiment 2. In Experiment 2, the trial was aborted, and written feedback was presented for

500 ms if there was an ocular artifact during the trial. The ocular artifact feedback told the subject that they moved their eyes too early (i.e.,

before the test display) or blinked their eyes.

Subjects were instructed to remember the encoded position until the update cue and to update the position in their mind to the location

indicated by the update cue as fast as possible following the cue. They were also told to hold the updated position in mind until the test

display. In Experiment 1, the task was to use the mouse to click on the placeholder that contained the updated position as indicated by

the update cue. In Experiment 2, subjects made the response by gaze position instead of a mouse click. Specifically, they were told to

move their eyes to the placeholder that they thought contained the updated position as fast as possible without risking accuracy. For

both experiments, subjects were instructed to maintain fixation from the beginning of the trial until the onset of the test display.

At the beginning of each experiment, there was a cue familiarization phase of 50 trials at which subjects passively viewed the presentation

of the encoded position, and following the audio play of the update cue the presentation of the updated position. This was to ensure that

subjects learned the relationship between each tone and its meaning. After the cue familiarization, subjects performed a practice phase of 50

trials which were identical to the real experiment. The real experiment consisted of 16 blocks of 50 trials in Experiment 1 and 12 blocks of 125

trials in Experiment 2. Encoded and updated positions were counterbalanced using a full factorial designwithin each block. That is, each com-

bination of the encodedposition and the updated positionwas equally presented. After artifact rejection, the average number of trials used in

analyses was 594.9 (SD = 91.9) in Experiment 1 and 1304.2 (SD = 147.5) in Experiment 2.

EEG recording

We recorded EEG activity using 30 active Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted in an elastic cap (Brain Products actiCHamp, Munich, Germany). We

recorded from International 10–20 sites: FP1, FP2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, C3, Cz, C4, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8,

PO7, PO3, PO4, PO8,O1, Oz, andO2. Two additional electrodeswere placed on the left and rightmastoids, and a ground electrodewas placed

at position FPz. All sites were recorded with the left-mastoid reference and were re-referenced offline to the algebraic average of the left and

right mastoids. Electrophysiological signals were filtered (low cut-off = 0.01 Hz, high cut-off = 80 Hz, slope from low-to high-cutoff = 12 dB/

octave) and recorded with a 500 Hz sampling rate. Impedance values were kept below 15 kU. Eye movements and blinks were monitored using

EOG, recorded with passive Ag/AgCl electrodes. Horizontal EOG was recorded from a bipolar pair of electrodes placed �1 cm lateral to the

external canthi. Vertical EOG was recorded from a bipolar pair of electrodes placed �2 cm above and below the right eye.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavioral

Only trials with accurate responses were used for reaction time (RT) analysis. For the investigation of the relationship between behavioral and

EEG measures, only artifact-free EEG trials were used to match the trials that are used to calculate behavioral and EEG scores.

Eye-tracking

Gaze position was monitored using a desk-mounted infrared eye-tracking system (EyeLink 1000 Plus, SR Research, Ontario, Canada), oper-

ating in the remote mode in Experiment 1 and the chin-rest mode in Experiment 2. According to the manufacturer, this system provides a
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spatial resolution of 0.01� and an average accuracy of 0.25–0.5�. The gaze position was sampled at 500 Hz. We obtained usable eye-tracking

data for 26 out of 30 subjects in Experiment 1.

In Experiment 2, the behavioral response was made by ocular position. Therefore, the experiment was aborted for one subject whose eye

tracker data was not stable. All the remaining subjects had usable eye-tracking data. In Experiment 2, online feedback regarding ocular ar-

tifacts was provided. Trials were aborted if the eyes deviated away from the fixation by 1.6� visual degrees from the sample display until the

test display. This threshold was adjusted during data collection based on the eye tracker data quality to optimize ocular artifact detection. For

unstable gaze data, the threshold was increased to detect as many real eye movements as possible and to minimize unnecessary trial abor-

tions due to eye tracker noise. Whereas, for stable gaze data the threshold was decreased to detect as many eye movements as possible.

In Experiment 2, the responses were registered via gaze position recording during the test display. At the test display, subjects moved

their eyes to the placeholder that they thought contained the updated position. A response was registered if the average gaze position of

both eyes were within an imaginary radius of 1.6� visual degrees around the center of any placeholder. This threshold, similar to the ocular

artifact threshold, was adjusted during data collection based on the quality of the eye tracker data to maximize accurate response

registration.

Artifact rejection

The artifact rejection was performed by visual inspection of the EEG signal for recording artifacts (blocking,muscle noise, and skin potentials),

and the EOG signal and eye-tracking data (for those subjects with usable eye-tracking data) for ocular artifacts (blinks and eye movements).

The threshold for ocular artifacts was optimized for each subject to remove asmany real ocular artifacts as possible while reducing false alarms

to account for noisy EOG and eye tracking signal. Our starting point was 20 mV in the HEOG corresponding to less than 1 visual degrees60 and

0.5 visual degrees in the eye tracker. Trials with an inaccurate response were excluded from all EEG analysis except the investigation of the

relationship between EEG and response accuracy.

Power analyses

Power analyses were performed using MATLAB’s Signal Processing toolbox (Mathworks, Natick, MA), EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme &

Makeig, 2004), and FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011). To isolate frequency-specific activity at each electrode, the raw EEG signal

was bandpass filtered using a Butterworth filter as implemented by the ft_preproc_bandpassfilter.m function of FieldTrip Toolbox.61 A

Hilbert Transform (MATLAB Signal Processing Toolbox) was applied to the bandpass-filtered data, to extract a complex analytic signal,

zðtÞ = f ðtÞ+ i~f ðtÞ, of the band-pass filtered EEG, f ðtÞ, where ~f ðtÞ is the Hilbert Transform of f ðtÞ and i =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi� 1

p
, using the following

MATLAB syntax:

hilbert
�
ft preproc bandpassfilter ðdata; F;½f1; f2�Þ0�0

where data is the raw EEG (trials x samples), F is the sampling frequency (500 Hz), f1 and f2 are the boundaries of the frequency band to be

isolated. For the time-frequency analysis, we f1 and f2 spanned across 4 Hz–50 Hz in increments of 2 Hz with a 2-Hz bandpass: f1 and f2 were 4

and 6 to isolate 4- to 6-Hz activity; 6 and 8 to isolate 6- to 8-Hz activity; and so on. For alpha-band analyses, f1 and f2 were 8 and 12 Hz,

respectively.

Inverted encoding model of spatial position

Reconstructing the content of spatial WM

Following Foster et al. (2016), we used an IEM to reconstruct spatially selective CTFs from the scalp distribution of total power across elec-

trodes. We assumed that power measured at each electrode reflects the weighted sum of five spatial channels (i.e., neuronal populations),

each tuned for a different angular location (cf. Foster et al., 2016). We modeled the response profile of each spatial channel across angular

location bins as a half sinusoid raised to the seventh power, given by:

R = sin ð0:5qÞ7

where q is the angular location (ranging from 0� to 359�), and R is the response of the spatial channel in arbitrary units. This response profile

was circularly shifted for each channel such that the peak response of each spatial channel was centered over one of the five positions cor-

responding to the placeholder positions (0�, 72�, 144�, 216�, 288�, see Figure 1).

An IEM routine was applied to each time point. This routine proceeded in two stages (train and test). In the training stage, training data B1

were used to estimate weights that approximate the relative contribution of the five spatial channels to the observed response measured

at each electrode. Let B1 (m electrodes 3 n1 observations) be the power at each electrode for each measurement in the training set, C1

(k channels3 n1 observations) be the predicted response of each spatial channel (determined by the basis functions) for each measurement,

and W (m electrodes 3 k channels) be a weight matrix that characterizes a linear mapping from ‘‘channel space’’ to ‘‘electrode space’’. The

relationship between B1, C1, and W can be described by a general linear model of the form:

B1 = WC1
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The weight matrix was obtained via least-squares estimation as follows:

cW = B1C1
T�C1C1

T�� 1

In the test stage, with the weights in hand, we inverted the model to transform the observed test data B2 (m electrodes3 n2 observations)

into estimated channel responses, C2 (k channels 3 n2 observations):

cC2 =
�cWTcW�� 1cWTB2

Each estimated channel response function was circularly shifted to a common center (i.e., 0� on the ‘‘Channel Offset’’ axes of the plots in

Figure 2) by aligning the estimated channel responses to the channel tuned for the stimulus location to yield CTFs. The IEM routine was per-

formed separately for each time point.

We used a ‘‘leave-one-out’’ cross-validation routine such that two blocks of estimated power values (see Alpha-Band Power Analysis)

served as B1 and were used to estimate cW , and the remaining block served as B2 and was used to estimate C2, ensuring that the training

and test data were always independent. This process was repeated until each of the three blocks were held out as the test set, and the re-

sulting CTFs were averaged across each test block. This IEM routine was applied separately for each subject, and statistical analyses were

performed on the reconstructed CTFs.

To prevent bias in our analysis, we equated the number of observations across position bins within each block. Specifically, we calculated

the minimum number of trials for any given position bin n for each subject and assigned n/3 many trials for each position bin to each of the

three blocks. Importantly, the blocks were independent (i.e., no trial was repeated across blocks) to prevent circularity in the cross-validation

procedures used for the IEM routine (see Forward Encoding Model). Total power was then calculated for each position bin for each block,

resulting in a p*b 3 m 3 s matrix, where p is the number of position bins, b is the number of blocks, m is the number of electrodes, and s

is the number of time samples.

Finally, because we equated the number of trials across position bins within blocks, a random subset of trials was not included in any block.

We randomly generated 30 block assignments each resulting in a p*b3m3 s power matrix. The IEM routine was applied to the matrices of

power values for each block assignment, and their outputs (i.e., channel response profiles) were averaged. This iterative approach better uti-

lized the complete dataset for each subject and reduces noise in the resulting CTFs by minimizing the influence of idiosyncrasies in estimates

of power specific to any given assignment of trials to blocks.

Testing the representational similarity between the WM content for updated and encoded positions

The IEM analysis described above enabled testing whether there is location-selective information in the EEG signal for a given time point,

separately for the encoded position and the updated position. To test whether the storage of the encoded content and the updated content

share an overlapping representational space, we performed the aforementioned IEMwith the following difference:We trained an IEM for the

encoded position using data averaged across a pre-cue time and tested the IEM for the updated position for each time point.

To determine the time to be used for training the IEM, first, we ran a cross-temporal IEM for the encoded position until the cue onset. The

CTF slope for this IEM was then visually inspected to assess how long it took for the CTF, thus the WM representation, to stabilize. Based on

visual inspection, we decided that the CTF slope was stabilized after �300 ms for both experiments (see Figure S4). In order to minimize the

contamination in the EEG signal caused by mental updating, we set the end of the training time window to be 50 ms before the onset of the

update cue. Thus, we trained the IEM on the encoded position using the alpha-band power averaged from 300ms till 700 ms in Experiment 1,

and from 300 ms till 600 ms in Experiment 2. Then, we tested the IEM on the updated position at each time point.

The model was blind to the updated location information since it was trained on the encoded position using data before the update cue.

Therefore, we hypothesized that this analysis would reveal location-selective information for the updated position only if the storage of the

updated WM content relies on an alpha-band power topography that is similar to the storage of the encoded, pre-updated WM content.

Statistical analysis

To quantify the location selectivity of the CTFs we estimated the CTF slope (i.e., the ‘‘peakedness’’ of the channel response at channel offset

zero relative to farther channel offsets). CTF slope was estimated using linear regression by collapsing the channel responses across channels

that were equidistant. To test whether the CTF slope was statistically above chance, we tested whether the CTF slope was different from zero

using a one-sample t-test (two-tailed). Because themean CTF slopemay not be normally distributed under the null hypothesis, we employed

a Monte Carlo randomization procedure to empirically approximate the null distribution of the t-statistic.

Specifically, we implemented an IEM by randomizing the location labels within each block so that the labels were random with respect to

the observed EEG signal in each electrode. This randomization procedure was repeated 1,000 times to obtain a null distribution. CTF slope at

each time point was compared against this null distribution using a two-tailed t-test.

Multiple comparisons correction was established using cluster-based permutation testing. First, a difference score was calculated by sub-

tracting the surrogate null distribution from the real CTF slopes and this difference score was tested against zero using a two-sample t-test.

Four or more temporally adjacent data points with a p value smaller than 0.05 were clustered together. Then, signs of the difference scores

were randomly shuffled across participants 1,000 iterations. At each iteration, t-tests were performed on shuffled data. A cluster-level statistic

was calculated by taking the sum of the t-values within each cluster, separately for positive and negative clusters. The p value for each cluster
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was calculated as the number of times the sum of the absolute t-values within the cluster under random shuffling exceeds that of the t-values

within the observed cluster. A cluster was considered significant if the calculated p value was smaller than 0.05. This approach corrects for

multiple comparisons by taking into account clusters of modulations in data that can be expected by chance.62

The same approach was used for the statistical analyses of IEM across multiple frequency bands, ranging from 4 Hz to 50 Hz (4–6 Hz,

6–8 Hz, . 48–50 Hz), except that this time we downsampled the data to 50 Hz (i.e., one sample every 20 ms) prior to statistical analyses

to reduce the computation time.

EEG-behavior relationship

To test whether the location selectivity of theCTF for the updatedWMcontent predicts behavior, in Experiment 1 we looked at the correlation

between the average CTF slope for the updated content following the update cue and the grand average accuracy and RT across subjects.

For this analysis, we matched the trials used to calculate behavioral measures to the trials used to calculate CTF slopes by including only arti-

fact-free trials. Also, we equated the number of trials across subjects tomatch the subject with the lowest number of trials to eliminate variance

in mean CTF slope across subjects that is due to differences in EEG noise. Specifically, the number of trials in each position bin in each block

was set to be 86 for the correlation with accuracy, and 76 for the correlation with RT, which was the minimum across subjects for all trials and

correct response trials, respectively. Moreover, to capture the variability in RT for the updating ofWM contents, we only included ‘move’ trials

(i.e., excluded ‘stay’ trials) in this analysis.

In Experiment 2, the variability in RT was very low, but the number of artifact-free trials was more than twice that in Experiment 1. Thus, we

investigated the CTF-behavior relationship across trials instead of across subjects. We applied a median-split on mean RT per subject and

performed the standard IEM approach described above separately for the above-median RT and below-median RT trials. Like in Experiment

1, only correct-response and move trials were included in this analysis.

Eye bias control analysis

To test whether changes in EEG voltage that are due to eye movements account for the location selectivity in the EEG signal, we ran the main

CTF analysis described above with the following differences. We performed this analysis for Experiment 2, in which there was reliable eye-

tracking data for every participant and trial. The position bins were definedbased on eye positions instead of the actual encoded and updated

positions. The encoded position was defined as the location of the placeholder closest to the eye position averaged from the onset of the

memory display until the onset of the update cue (i.e., 0–650ms). The updated position was defined as the location of the placeholder closest

to the eye position averaged from the offset of the update cue until the onset of the probe (i.e., 870–1870 ms).

Trials with noisy eye-tracking data were removed from this analysis resulting in fewer trials used compared to the main analysis, which re-

sulted in the removal of only 1.06 trials on average (minimum 0, maximum 4 trials per subject). One subject who had less than 30 trials for a

position bin in a ‘block’ of theCTF analysis was excluded from the analysis. Otherwise, the analysis was identical to ourmain analysis described

above in reconstructing the content of spatial WM.

To ensure the validity of the comparison of the location selectivity across CTFs obtained based on WM location bins and eye position

location bins, we performed the standard CTF analysis using the same subjects and trials used in the eye bias control analysis. If eye move-

ments were responsible for the reconstruction of the updated position our main analysis, then using position labels based on eye positions

should result in location selectivity.

To statistically confirm that eye bias is not responsible for the CTF location selectivity for encoded and updated positions, we compared

the CTF slopes for encoded vs. updated positions separately for the CTF analyses that are based on actual positions and eye positions. We

hypothesized that if eye movements do not underlie the location selectivity in the EEG signal, then a CTF slope difference between encoded

and updated positions should be observed for actual position bins, but not eye-position-based bins.
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